HOLLOSEAL EN1279 PASS BEST EVERRecorded

Ely-based insulated glass unit manufacturer Holloseal has just recorded the best ever pass for its recent EN1279 Part 3 submission for gas filled insulated glass units with test house TNO. Leakage test results of ± 0.3% are the lowest ever recorded.

Holloseal, which pioneers the development of insulated glass unit production in its advanced production unit within the company’s Cambridgeshire HQ, succeeded in the test with the Holloseal Maxseal gas-filled double glazed unit, which utilises a butly primary seal, two-part polyurethane sealant and Swissapcer Bar V warm edge spacer. Units are gas filled with argon using a fully automated gas press for optimum retention.

“Our manufacturing conditions are second-to-none,” explained Holloseal sales manager Paul Tooley. “The test result illustrates the obsession we have with quality at every level of production and throughout the company. We believe that our Maxseal units are the very best available in the UK – and this result proves it.”

Holloseal Maxseal units are guaranteed against failure for 5 years and are available in a range of widths to fit all frames, any shapes and in sizes from 180mm to 2500mm.

Holloseal has been offering toughened glass and insulated glass units for more than ten years to customers throughout the UK with precise on-time daily deliveries, rapid forklift offload and 24 hour fast-remakes to make it one of the industries’ fastest growing IGU manufacturers.
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